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stories I'm uploading video in Instagram app
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[AVAsset(url: photoURL),AVAsset(url:
videoURL),AVAsset(url: photoURL2)] let

videoWriter = AVAssetWriter(URL: outputURL,
fileType: AVFileType.mp4)

videoWriter.videoTrackOutput let audioWriter =
AVAssetWriter(URL: outputURL2, fileType:

AVFileType.m4a) videoWriter.startWriting() for
(writer, track) in assets {

audioWriter.startWriting() for time in
writer.timeRange{

if!writer.isCompletionBlockCalled {
writer.append(time, track) } } }

videoWriter.finishWriting(completionHandler
0cc13bf012
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drawn from wells in a well network through the pipelines, is collected in the silos,
from which it can be conveyed to a central site. The recycle gas, which is

injected into the ground to draw more production fluid into the well network, is
provided to the well network from a common point. 2. Description of Related Art
In subsea wells, from which production fluid is drawn, it is frequently necessary

to inject a recycle gas into the ground to enhance the production of the well.
Here, the recycle gas and the production fluid are conveyed through a well

network to a central site, where the recycle gas is reused and the production
fluid is collected from the central site for further processing. The well network is

normally provided with a multiplicity of subsea pipelines, which are
interconnected with pipelines extending from the central site. The pipelines for
the production fluid and the recycle gas together are generally referred to as a
production/gas pipeline. However, the recycle gas and the production fluid flow

through the well network at different flow velocities, which creates a mass
transfer resistance in the pipelines. Moreover, a certain portion of the production

fluid becomes vaporized or otherwise comes into a gas state in the pipelines
because of the heat of the circulation of the gas therethrough. This creates a

bubble flow resistance in the gas pipeline and compromises the fluid flow due to
which the pressure loss in the pipelines and the need for additional pumps to
drive the circulation of the fluids through the pipelines increase.Buncombe

County and the Asheville Area Arts Council are partnering to offer $2,000 awards
in a new competition called The Arts Catalyst. Each year, this grant allows funds

to be distributed to qualifying art projects related to Asheville, Buncombe
County, and the surrounding area. Applications for The Arts Catalyst 2018-2019

grants are due by March 31, 2018. The deadline for applications for the fiscal
year 2019 funds will be extended to May 31, 2019. The Arts Catalyst is a new
program created by the Buncombe County Board of Commissioners to support

projects that promote artistic growth and enhance community
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